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Abstract

As an emerging research topic in natural lan-
guage processing community, emotion recog-
nition in multi-party conversations has attained
increasing interest. Previous approaches that
focus either on dyadic or multi-party scenarios
exert much effort to cope with the challenge
of emotional dynamics and achieve appealing
results. However, since emotional interactions
among speakers are often more complicated
within the entangled multi-party conversations,
these works are limited in capturing effective
emotional clues in conversational context. In
this work, we propose Mutual Conversational
Detachment Network (MuCDN) to clearly un-
derstand the conversational context by separat-
ing conversations into detached threads. Specif-
ically, two detachment ways are devised to
perform context and speaker-specific modeling
within detached threads and they are bridged
through a mutual module. Experimental results
on two datasets show that our model achieves
better performance over the baseline models.

1 Introduction

Emotion recognition in conversations (ERC) is a
task that predicts the emotion for each utterance in
conversations. Since it plays a significant role in
achieving empathetic systems and is of great val-
ues to be applied in the fields of opinion mining in
conversations, social media analysis, mental health
care and other areas, ERC has received more and
more attention in the natural language processing
(NLP) community. We focus on emotion recogni-
tion in multi-party conversations (ERMC) where
three or more speakers are involved.

The challenge of ERC, especially for that of
ERMC, lies in a complicated emotional interac-
tion referred to as emotional dynamics (Poria et al.,
2019b) that utterances from one speaker would
have impact on expressions of others. To cope
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Figure 1: An example of a multi-party conversation
from MELD dataset.

with the challenge, many previous approaches ex-
ploit recurrent neural network (RNN) (Majumder
et al., 2019; Ghosal et al., 2020) and graph neural
network (GNN) (Ghosal et al., 2019; Shen et al.,
2021b; Zhang et al., 2022) to perform context and
speaker-specific modeling. However, they are not
effective enough to capture exact emotional clues
for emotion recognition because the salient charac-
teristic of multi-party conversations is ignored.

Multiple conversation threads are intermingled
in the same dialog history simultaneously in the
multi-party scenario (Ma et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2021a), which makes it hard to capture emotional
clues in such a complex and confusing interaction.
As shown in Figure 1, there are two conversation
threads in a multi-party conversation consisting of
three speakers A, B and C. Targeting at the same
utterance #2 from speaker B to reply, speaker A is
consoled and becomes joyful to go shopping, while
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speaker C is unbearable towards the outfit of B and
feels disgusted. Since speaker C and A originally
focus on different aspects of the same dialog his-
tory, two individual threads are naturally developed.
It is of great necessity to figure out the intra- and
inter-personal dependencies of utterances within
distinct conversation threads, for the convenience
of understanding the exact emotional interaction
exerted on different speakers.

In this paper, in order to clearly comprehend
emotional clues for emotion recognition, we pro-
pose Mutual Conversational Detachment Network
(MuCDN) to separate a multi-party conversation
into detached threads and effectively perform con-
text and speaker-specific modeling within them.

To be more specific, two detachment ways,
named explicit detachment and implicit detachment
are devised to separate a multi-party conversation
into several threads and jointly carry out context
and speaker-specific modeling within them. For the
former one, we detach a multi-party conversation
with the help of a dialog discourse parser. Along
with paths of a discourse tree, detached conversa-
tion threads could be explicitly attained. Then two
speaker-aware gated neural networks (GRU) are
adopted for conversational information propagat-
ing. Further, implicit detachment aims at capturing
the latent and global interaction in the conversation.
We construct two speaker-specific implicit detach-
ment graphs and utilize self-attention mechanism
to obtain detached threads implicitly. In addition, a
mutual module is designed to create the interaction
between explicit detachment and implicit detach-
ment. To evaluate the performance of MuCDN,
we conduct extensive experiments on two ERMC
datasets and new state-of-the-art performance is
achieved on both of them.

The main contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:

• In order to cope with the complicated emo-
tional dynamics in ERMC, we propose
MuCDN with the notion of conversation de-
tachment.

• We devise two detachment ways to separate
multi-party conversations into distinct threads
and clearly perform context and speaker-
specific modeling within them. A mutual mod-
ule is also designed for interaction.

• Results of extensive experiments on two
benchmark ERMC datasets demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed model. Our
source code is publicly available at https:
//github.com/circle-hit/MuCDN.

2 Related Work

2.1 Emotion Recognition in Conversations

Recent works that focus on dyadic conversations
also perform experiments on ERMC datasets. They
either plainly perform context modeling or incorpo-
rate external resources, which can be divided into
two categories.

For those without incorporating external re-
sources, two types of deep neural network are
adopted for context modeling. (1) RNN. Majumder
et al. (2019) take global state, personal state and
emotion state of speakers into account and uti-
lize three GRUs to model emotional dependency
among speakers. Hu et al. (2021) devise a cogni-
tive reasoning module to iteratively capture emo-
tional clues and fully understand conversational
context with cognitive factors. (2) GNN. Ghosal
et al. (2019) perform context and speaker-specific
modeling upon a graph and relational graph con-
volutional network is adopted for message passing
through various types of edges. Further, Ishiwatari
et al. (2020) simplify the selection of some types of
edges in the graph and propose relational position
encoding to enhance relation-aware graph attention
network. Shen et al. (2021b) abstract a conversa-
tion into a directed acyclic graph and extend the
directed acyclic graph neural network to be suitable
under the conversation setting.

More recently, many works leverage external re-
sources to enrich contextual representations. Zhong
et al. (2019) utilize commonsense knowledge and
emotion lexicon to guide context modeling and
dynamically retrieve context-aware and emotion-
related knowledge. Ghosal et al. (2020) explore
several types of commonsense knowledge for a
comprehensive understanding of various aspects of
conversations such as personality, events, mental
states and intents. Based on this, Li et al. (2021)
concentrate more on psychological interactions be-
tween utterances. Besides, an auxiliary task named
sentiment polarity intensity prediction is introduced
to involve direct affective information from the
emotion lexicon (Xie et al., 2021). And Zhao et al.
(2022) leverage commonsense knowledge as causal
clues to aid the emotion recognition with emotion
cause detection.

https://github.com/circle-hit/MuCDN
https://github.com/circle-hit/MuCDN
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed model.

2.2 Emotion Recognition in Multi-Party
Conversations

For emotion recognition in multi-party conversa-
tions, recent studies endeavor to capture contextual
clues and speaker-specific information in the com-
plex interactions. Zhang et al. (2019) construct
a large graph over the entire corpus and propose
a conversational graph-based convolutional neu-
ral network to model both context- and speaker-
sensitive dependency. Shen et al. (2021a) make
the pretrained language model XL-Net (Yang et al.,
2019) adaptive to the dialog scenario and design
four types of dialog-aware self-attention to model
contextual information. Sun et al. (2021) explore
the importance of discourse structures in handling
informative contextual cues and speaker-specific
features and build a graph based on the dialog dis-
course structure.

However, all the aforementioned methods ignore
the notable characteristic of multi-party conversa-
tions that multiple conversation threads are entan-
gled in the dialog history. And in order to clearly
capture emotional clues for emotion recognition,
we propose to perform context and speaker-specific
modeling within individual threads detached from
multi-party conversations.

3 Methodology

First, we define the problem of the ERMC task.
Given a conversation with N consecutive utter-
ances {u1, u2, · · · , uN} and M speakers (M > 2)
{s1, s2, · · · , sM}, ERMC aims to predict the emo-
tion label ei of each utterance ui spoken by si.

Figure 2 gives the overall architecture of our
proposed model, which consists of five parts:
Utterance-Level Feature Extraction, Explicit De-
tachment, Implicit Detachment, Mutual Module
and Emotion Recognition. After attaining context-
independent vector of each utterance, we propose
to clearly carry out context and speaker-specific
modeling within individual threads detached from
multi-party conversations. On the one hand, ex-
plicit detachment is performed on the outcome
of the dialogue discourse parser and two speaker-
aware GRUs are adopted for information propagat-
ing across each detached thread. On the other hand,
the latent and global interaction is captured by im-
plicit detachment through attention values calcu-
lated by self-attention mechanism. Further, mutual
module exchanges the interaction information for
both explicit detachment and implicit detachment.
And the final representation is obtained by concate-
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nating outcomes from the two detachment modules.
We will elaborate each one of the five modules in
the rest of this section.

3.1 Utterance-Level Feature Extraction
We employ the widely-used pretrained language
model RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) to perform
utterance-level feature extraction. Specifically,
for each utterance ui = {w1, w2, · · · , wL}, a
special token [CLS] is concatenated to the be-
ginning of the utterance. Then we feed the se-
quence {[CLS], w1, w2, · · · , wL} to fine-tune the
pretrained RoBERTa model by an utterance-level
emotion classification task and the [CLS] token
from the last hidden layer is fed to a pooling layer
to attain the result of emotion classification.

After the process of fine-tuning, to obtain each
utterance-level feature vector ci represented by the
[CLS] token, we feed each utterance in the same
input format as {[CLS], w1, w2, · · · , wL}:

ci = RoBERTa( [CLS], w1, w2, · · · , wL ) (1)

where ci ∈ Rdm and dm is the dimension of hid-
den states in RoBERTa. Following (Ghosal et al.,
2020), [CLS] tokens from final four layers are av-
eraged to obtain the utterance-level feature vector
for each utterance. Then each utterance vector ci
is transformed to the dimension of dh with a linear
projection. And the vectorized representation of a
conversation C is {c1, c2, · · · , cN}.

3.2 Explicit Detachment
To clearly and effectively perform context and
speaker-specific modeling under the circumstance
of multi-party scenario, we separate a conversa-
tion into several individual threads according to the
results of its corresponding discourse structure.

Discourse Parsing and Detachment: We uti-
lize the discourse parser proposed by Shi and
Huang (2019), which is a deep sequential model
and performs well on STAC (Asher et al., 2016) cor-
pus. Given each conversation {u1, u2, · · · , uN},
the discourse structure could be obtained by:

{(i, j, eij), · · · } = Parser({u1, u2, · · · , uN})
(2)

where eij is the directed edge with head j and tail
i and i, j are indices of utterances in the conversa-
tion (i < j). According to their settings, the output
of the parser is a discourse dependency tree where
each node (utterance) is connected with a single
parent node. And detached threads are naturally

formed according to each definite path from the
start node to the current one. We use an explicit de-
tachment matrix D to represent the derived threads
from discourse tree:

Di,j =

{
1, if eij exists in discourse tree

0, otherwise
(3)

Speaker-Aware Context Modeling: With in-
dividual conversation threads detached, we pro-
pose to perform clear and effective context and
speaker-specific modeling upon them. Specifi-
cally, we adopt two speaker-aware GRUs, named
intra-speaker GRU and inter-speaker GRU, for con-
textual information propagating through each de-
tached thread along with connections guided by
explicit detachment matrix D:

ei =

{
GRUintra(ci, ep), if ϕ(ui) = ϕ(up)

GRUinter(ci, ep), otherwise
(4)

where ei ∈ Rdh and ϕ maps the utterance into
that of the corresponding speaker and up is the
single precursor of the current utterance ui which
means Dpi = 1 (p < i). GRUintra is utilized to
model the intra-speaker dependency from the same
speaker, while GRUinter are for interactions from
other speakers.

3.3 Implicit Detachment
The reason for the design of implicit detachment
is that the explicit detachment mainly focuses on
the local interaction, which means only recurrently
propagating information in each thread would ig-
nore the global information contained in a multi-
party conversation. When a speaker is buried in a
conversation, the triggering of his/her target emo-
tion may be more or less from multi sources, not
just a single precursor analyzed by the parser. Thus,
to capture the global emotional clues and dig the
latent emotional dependency among utterances, we
attempt to detach the multi-party conversation in
an implicit way. Specifically, we construct two par-
tially fully-connected implicit detachment graphs
(IDG) with speaker-aware information injected ac-
cording to whether two utterances are from the
same speaker or not. IDGintra and IDGinter are
obtained in the form of adjacent matrices by:

IDGintra
i,j =

{
0, if j <= i and ϕ(ui) = ϕ(uj)

−∞, otherwise
(5)
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IDGinter
i,j =

{
0, if j < i and ϕ(ui) ̸= ϕ(uj)

−∞, otherwise
(6)

Then we utilize multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism (MHSA) and add IDG to the result of dot
product between query and key to achieve speaker-
aware information propagating. We omit the for-
mula for multi-head computation due to the lim-
ited space and more details about MHSA could be
found in Vaswani et al. (2017):

G = MHSA(C, IDGt),

Att(Q,K, V, IDGt) = Softmax(
QKT

√
dk

+ IDGt)V

(7)
where G ∈ RN×dh and t ∈ {intra, inter} is
the type of IDG. Viewing self-attention weights
as edges connecting representations, to what extent
we obtain the detached threads is determined by
the attention values calculated by the self-attention
mechanism. we then fuse the two speaker-aware
implicit detachment representations with a gated
manner inspired by Liu et al. (2021b):

F t = ReLU(FC([C,Gt, C −Gt, C ⊙Gt])),

g = Sigmoid(FC[F intra, F inter]),

I = g ⊙ F intra + (1− g)⊙ F inter

(8)
where I ∈ RN×dh and FC is the fully-connected
layer.

3.4 Mutual Module
This module is designed for mutual interaction be-
tween the process of explicit detachment and im-
plicit detachment.

For the interaction from implicit detachment to
explicit detachment, it servers as the complement
of the global information and latent interactions in
the conversations. First, we obtain two attention
score matrices from the self-attention layer with
the average of each attention head. And the joint
score Ajoint is measured in the same scale by soft-
max function. Then the i-th global representation
complemented for its corresponding utterance in
the explicit detached threads is obtained by:

hi = Ajoint
i,<i × E<i (9)

where hi ∈ Rdh , × represents the operation of ma-
trix multiply, Ajoint

i,<i is the prior i−1 elements in the

i-th row of Ajoint and E<i = {e1, e2, · · · , ei−1}
stands for the prior i − 1 vectors calculated by
speaker-aware GRU. We concatenate each hi with
its corresponding ci before thread information prop-
agating and the original computation in Equation
(4) is updated:

ei =

{
GRUintra([ci, hi], ep), if ϕ(ui) = ϕ(up)

GRUinter([ci, hi], ep), otherwise
(10)

In addition, explicit detachment would provide
exact relative position information based on the dis-
course tree for the process of implicit detachment.
Ishiwatari et al. (2020) argue that human emotions
may depend on more immediate utterances in the
temporal order. We extend such a temporal dis-
tance to the structural form under the circumstance
of multi-party scenario and assume that upon the
discourse structure, the more immediate utterances
may be more relevant to the target one and are more
likely to appear in the same thread. Therefore, we
calculate the relative distance measured by hops
upon the discourse tree and obtain two position
matrix P intra and P inter according to the speaker
type. And if two nodes are unreachable to each
other, we set the position value to zero. Then we
adopt a trainable position embedding layer to en-
code each element in P intra or P inter to a scalar
value and add them to the attention scores in the
multi-head attention layer.

Post = Embedding(P t),

G = MHSA(C, IDGt, Post),

Att(Q,K, V, IDGt, Post) = Softmax(
QKT

√
dk

+IDGt + Post)V
(11)

Through this, Post could be viewed as an extra
weight to guide the fully-connected process of im-
plicit detachment which is considered to be a rela-
tively blind way.

3.5 Emotion Recognition

Finally, taking the the concatenation of C, E and I
as input, an emotion classifier is applied to predict
the emotion of the utterance.

ŷ = Softmax(We[C,E, I] + be) (12)

where We and be are trainable parameters.
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Dataset Dialogues Utterances

Train Val Test Train Val Test

EmoryNLP 713 99 85 9,934 1,344 1,328
MELD 1,039 114 280 9,989 1,109 2,610

Table 1: Dataset statistics

Cross entropy loss is utilized to train the model
and the loss function is defined as:

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

Emo∑
j=1

ŷi
j · log(yji ) (13)

where Emo is the number of emotion class and
yji stands for the ground-truth emotion label of the
utterance i.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
We conduct experiments on two ERMC datasets.
The statistics of them are shown in Table 1.

EmoryNLP (Zahiri and Choi, 2018): TV show
scripts collected from Friends and the emotion
classes include neutral, sad, mad, scared, powerful,
peaceful and joyful.

MELD (Poria et al., 2019a): A multimodal
dataset with multi-speaker conversations. It is also
collected from the TV show Friends, but varies
from EmoryNLP in the choice of scenes and emo-
tion labels. And the emotion labels belong to anger,
disgust, fear, joy, neutral, sadness and surprise.

We utilize only the textual modality for the ex-
periments. Following previous works, the weighted
F1 score is chosen as evaluation metrics.

4.2 Compared Models
We compare our proposed model with the follow-
ing methods. CSK is short for the commonsense
knowledge:
Methods for ERMC:

ConGCN (Zhang et al., 2019) constructs a large
graph over the entire corpus to model both context-
and speaker-sensitive dependency.

DialogXL (Shen et al., 2021a) devises four types
of dialog-aware self-attention to make the model
aware of interactions in multi-party conversations.

ERMC-DisGCN (Sun et al., 2021) builds a
graph based on the dialog discourse structure to
explore context and speaker-specific features.
Methods for ERC with CSK:

KET (Zhong et al., 2019) leverages common-
sense knowledge to enrich context modeling and

dynamically retrieves context-aware and emotion-
related knowledge.

KAITML (Zhang et al., 2020) applies incre-
mental transformer to encode multi-turn contextual
utterances with commonsense knowledge incor-
porated and introduces multi-task learning to this
task.

KI-Net (Xie et al., 2021) concentrates on direct
utterance-knowledge interaction and involves addi-
tional affective information with an auxiliary task.

SKAIG (Li et al., 2021) constructs a novel graph
to explore psychological states of speakers and
graph transformer is used to propagate the inter-
active information over the graph.

COSMIC (Ghosal et al., 2020) explores more
types of commonsense knowledge about several
factors of conversations to understand emotional
dynamics better.
Methods for ERC without CSK:

DialogueRNN (Majumder et al., 2019) devises
three states including global state, party state and
emotion state with GRUs.

DialogueGCN (Ghosal et al., 2019) uses graph
convolutional network to encode context and
speaker dependencies.

IEIN (Lu et al., 2020) focuses on explicit inter-
actions among emotion of utterances and iteratively
predicts emotion labels based on previous ones.

RGAT (Ishiwatari et al., 2020) enhances
relation-aware graph attention network with the
proposed relational position encoding.

DialogueCRN (Hu et al., 2021) designs reason-
ing modules from a cognitive perspective to fully
integrate emotional clues.

DAG-ERC (Shen et al., 2021b) presents a idea
of modeling conversation context with a directed
acyclic graph and proposes a directed acyclic graph
neural network.

4.3 Implementation Details

For utterance-level feature extraction, we fine-tune
RoBERTa Large model for a batch size of 32 and
Adam optimizer is adopted with learning rate of
1e-5. And for the training of MuCDN on emotion
recognition, the batch size is set to be {16, 8} for
EmoryNLP and MELD respectively. The dimen-
sion of hidden representation dh in the rest of our
model is set to 300 and the number of attention
head is 6. We train the model with Adam optimizer
in a learning rate of 1e-4. All of our results are
averaged on 5 runs.
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Model EmoryNLP MELD

ERMC Methods
ConGCN - 57.40
DialogXL 34.73 62.41

ERMC-DisGCN 36.38 64.22

ERC Methods with CSK
KET 34.39 58.18

KAITML 35.59 58.97
KI-Net - 63.24
SKAIG 38.88 65.18

COSMIC 38.11 65.21
COSMIC w/o CSK 37.10 64.28

ERC Methods without CSK
DialogueRNN 31.7 57.03
DialogueGCN - 58.1

IEIN - 60.72
RGAT 34.42 60.91

DialogueCRN - 58.39
DAG-ERC 39.02 63.65

MuCDN (Ours) 40.09 65.37

Table 2: Comparison of our model against state-of-the-
art baselines. CSK represents the commonsense knowl-
edge utilized in COSMIC. Weighted F1 score is adopted
as evaluation metrics.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Overall Results

Illustrated in Table 2, our proposed model achieves
state-of-the-art results on both ERMC datasets.

EmoryNLP. Since there are often more than 5
participants within a conversation in EmoryNLP,
which leads to the results that average individual
conversation threads derived from Explicit Detach-
ment module are 4.77/4.66/4.91 (Train/Valid/Test),
the complicated emotional interactions pose great
challenge for capturing contextual clues and
speaker features. Benefiting from a clear and ef-
fective context and speaker-specific modeling by
separating multi-party conversations into individ-
ual threads, MuCDN achieves new state-of-the-art
weighted F1 scores of 40.09. Compared with DAG-
ERC which proposes a directed acyclic graph to
link utterances in a locally fully-connected way,
distinct detached threads are more suitable and ef-
fective for conversation context modeling in multi-
party scenario. In addition, the improvement of
performance over ERMC-DisGCN demonstrates it
may not be effective enough to simply propagate
contextual information upon the discourse graph.
To a certain extent, such improvement verify the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed discourse-based detach-
ment, which is a better way of utilizing discourse

Model EmoryNLP MELD

MuCDN 40.09 65.37
w/o explicit detachment 38.45 64.45
w/o implicit detachment 38.84 64.47

w/o E2I interaction 39.28 64.61
w/o I2E interaction 39.54 64.56

Table 3: Results of ablation study on the two ERMC
datasets. E2I interaction is the relative position embed-
ding provided by explicit detachment, while I2E inter-
action is the complementary global information from
implicit detachment.

structure to clearly perform conversation model-
ing. And it also suggests the effectiveness of the
complementary information provided by implicit
detachment and mutual module.

MELD. Advantages brought by clear conversa-
tion modeling could also be observed on MELD
where MuCDN performs better than all the base-
lines. Here, the results of the average de-
tached conversation threads are 3.92/3.96/3.85
(Train/Valid/Test). However, it is worth noting
that our model slightly outperforms those base-
line models with commonsense knowledge incor-
porated such as COSMIC. To make a clear compar-
ison regarding the conversation modeling ability
of the model, we also compare our model with
COSMIC without commonsense knowledge im-
plemented by Shen et al. (2021b). And under
the same circumstance of no commonsense knowl-
edge incorporated, the performance advantage of
MuCDN comes from the clear and effective cap-
ture of emotional clues in individual conversation
thread. Meanwhile, it reminds us to enrich contex-
tual representations with commonsense knowledge
within each detached thread for further improve-
ment.

5.2 Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies to verify the effective-
ness of different modules proposed in our model.
Results are shown in Table 3.
Effect of Conversation Detachment

To investigate the impact of two detachment
modules, we remove either the explicit detachment
module or the implicit detachment module, and
the corresponding mutual interaction is also dis-
carded at the same time. The performance has a
certain degree of decline on both datasets and re-
sults are displayed in the second row and the third
row in Table 3. This manifests that both ways of
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Model EmoryNLP MELD

MuCDN 40.09 65.37
sequence 39.05 64.51

randomness 38.72 64.71

Table 4: Results of our model replaced with different
types of dependency structure connecting utterances in
Explicit Detachment module.

explicit detachment and implicit detachment play
an important role in simplifying and clarifying the
complex interactions within multi-party conversa-
tions and lay the foundation for effective context
and speaker-specific modeling.
Effect of Mutual Interaction

To verify the effectiveness of the mutual interac-
tion that explicit detachment and implicit detach-
ment provide for each other, the relative position
embedding and the complementary global informa-
tion are removed individually. The dropped results
in the second-to-last row on both ERMC datasets
demonstrates that the extra relative position fea-
tures derived from the dialogue discourse structure
provide implicit detachment with explicit guidance
to capture the latent emotional interactions better.
Besides, results in the last row suggests that the
global information from implicit detachment com-
plement multi-source emotional interactions for the
context modeling of each thread.

5.3 Variants of Dependency Structure in
Explicit Detachment

In this section, we investigate how explicit detach-
ment benefits from dialogue discourse structure
for a clear and effective conversation modeling.
Two additional kinds of dependency structure of
utterances are devised: (1) sequence, in which ut-
terances are connected one by one following the
temporal order; (2) randomness, in which each ut-
terance link any one of the previous utterances with
a random selection. To achieve this, the detachment
matrix D is substituted and the position matrix P
in mutual module is also changed to be consis-
tent with such two types of dependency structure.
We keep all the rest parts same with our complete
model.

The test performance is shown in Table 4 and we
make two instructive observations from the exper-
imental results. First, the performance of random
structure is not as terrible as we expected, even a lit-
tle better than that of sequential structure on MELD
dataset. On the one hand, it manifests that the effec-

Model EmoryNLP MELD

MuCDN 40.09 65.37
w/o intra and inter GRU 39.42 64.49
w/o intra and inter graph 38.91 64.46

Table 5: Results of our model without speaker-specific
modeling.

tiveness of the complementary global information
provided by implicit detachment and latent emo-
tional interactions among utterances are captured.
On the other hand, the little improvement over the
structure of sequence suggests that it may not be
suitable enough to plainly model the conversational
context without any explicit detachment for the en-
tangled multi-party conversations. Second, both
results obtained upon the variants of dependency
structure do not decrease to a large margin. It re-
minds us that the results of the dialogue discourse
parser are not reliable enough and the problem of
error propagation may have influence on our model.
And effective techniques to prune the dialogue dis-
course tree should be explored for future work.

5.4 Analysis of Speaker-Specific Modeling

As a key factor to provide emotional clues for emo-
tion recognition, especially under the circumstance
of multi-party setting, modeling speaker-specific
information has proven to be beneficial. We inves-
tigate the impact of speaker-aware modules in our
proposed model. First, instead of utilizing intra-
speaker GRU and inter-speaker GRU in explicit de-
tachment, we only adopt a single GRU without the
speaker-aware identification for contextual infor-
mation propagating through each detached thread.
Also, only one implicit detachment graph is con-
structed without speaker information injected to
identify connections among utterances.

According to results shown in Table 5, the drop
of performance implies that it is effective to take
speaker-specific information into account when car-
rying out conversational context modeling. And
it also suggests the importance of figuring out the
intra and inter-speaker dependency to capture emo-
tional clues. But such a relatively slight drop in-
spires us that the identification of whether two utter-
ances have the same speaker may not be sufficient
in multi-party scenario. Richer speaker-specific
information contained in the contextual context
should be excavated further.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, in order to capture emotional clues
for emotion dynamics in a clear and effective way
under the circumstance of multi-party scenario, we
propose Mutual Conversational Detachment Net-
work (MuCDN) for emotion recognition in multi-
party conversations. Joint context and speaker-
specific modeling is performed within individual
detached threads by two detachment ways and
a mutual module. Experimental results on two
ERMC datasets demonstrate the superiority of our
proposed MuCDN. Also, by conducting compre-
hensive evaluations and ablation study, we con-
firmed the effectiveness of our MuCDN and the
impact of its components.

For future work, we would like to explore ef-
fective techniques to prune the dialogue discourse
tree to alleviate error propagation. Moreover, for
a more comprehensive speaker-specific modeling,
richer speaker information in the conversational
context should be excavated further.
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